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a b s t r a c t 

Household finances are confidential and discussions are limited to a subset of peers. We 

collect novel representative survey data to examine separately whether interactions with 

inner and outer social circles influence return perceptions, expectations, and exposure to 

a widely known financial instrument in a developed economy with multiple information 

sources. We find that a respondent’s connectedness, proxied by perceived prevalence of 

information or participation in the small financial circle, improves expectation accuracy 

indirectly, through boosting accuracy of perceived past returns; and influences stock par- 

ticipation and exposure not only by influencing expectations, but also directly. 
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1. Introduction 

Financially developed economies repeatedly experience episodes of fast-spreading behavior that exposes households to 

risks, such as the burst of the dot-com bubble or of the house price bubble. It is important to understand the role of social

interactions and the main channels through which they can spread financial behaviors. While emphasis of existing research 

is on peers at large, household finances represent private and sensitive information, leading individuals to restrict the circle 

of peers with whom they discuss financial matters. A close look at how individuals perceive the members of this inner,

financial circle , separately from their outer social circle is important for understanding the channels of peer influence on 

perceptions of the past, expectations about the future, and ultimately on behavior. This paper is the first systematic attempt 

to study these questions. 

Two important channels are flow of information and knowledge, and imitation of peers, either mindful or mindless. Im- 

itation is mindful when it concerns knowledgeable peers, and mindless when imitation simply yields social utility from the 

similarity of choice. Disentangling the two is important for understanding the spread of behavior and for devising policies 

to avert crises. In contrast to studies of setups where new financial products are introduced, peers are the only source

of information, and alternative financial instruments are limited or non-existent, this paper investigates whether there is 

a significant role for informative social interactions even for a widely known financial instrument (stocks) in a financially 

developed economy (France) with a mature stock market and multiple information sources. 

We collected novel survey data from a representative sample of French households by age, asset classes and wealth in 

December 2014 and May 2015. We elicited responses on how they perceive the stock market behavior and information of 

three circles around them: the inner, financial circle , the overall social circle of friends and acquaintances, and the overall

population . Although the average reported size of the social circle is about 53, we document that only about half the sample

report having a financial circle, and those who do talk about finances only with about five people. The size of the financial

circle correlates positively with being younger, a saver, and with larger wealth. 1 

We elicit responses on the subjective probability distributions of future stock market cumulative returns (over a five-year 

horizon) and of perceptions of recent past cumulative returns (over a three-year horizon), from which we derive expected 

returns and mean perceptions. We link errors in both, as well as stock market participation and the risky portfolio share, to

respondent perceptions of information and stock market participation in their financial and outer circles, controlling for a 

rich set of demographic, attitudinal, relative-standing and socio-economic covariates. 2 

Our econometric findings, in baseline and in robustness exercises, support a systematically positive role of social inter- 

actions in improving the accuracy of individuals’ stock market expectations, which runs through their positive influence on 

the accuracy of perceptions of past returns. They also point to further relevance of informative social interactions for stock 

market participation and conditional portfolio shares, controlling for subjective stock market expectations. 3 Our analysis al- 

lows for possible presence of mindless imitation of perceived stockholding among the respondents’ outer social circle, but it 

finds no, or at best mixed, evidence for such imitation. Such an estimated effect, if at all present, runs neither through per-

ceptions nor expectations, but controlling for both. This is consistent with not engaging the outer social circle in purposeful 

discussions of financial matters. 

We also show, in the Online Appendix A, that the empirically derived footprint of informative social interactions is con- 

sistent with a theoretical model of a large, anonymous, and efficient stock market, where individuals condition their expec- 

tations on equilibrium asset prices: informative social interactions survive in equilibrium by reducing the posterior variance 

of returns. We model direct communication and information dissemination within a large efficient financial market. Specifi- 

cally, we extend the work of Ozsoylev and Walden (2011) to allow for individual heterogeneity in both risk preferences and

signal precision, in line with empirical evidence. Individuals receive private signals about asset returns, as well as informa- 

tion from equilibrium asset prices, and locally available information from their peers, to whom they are connected through 

a well-defined information network. A key prediction is that individuals with higher risk-adjusted ‘connectedness’, i.e. those 

with more and/or more informative social interactions, invest more in risky assets, in response to good signals and for given

risk tolerance. This is because well-connected individuals pool both more and more precise privately received signals from 

peers, increasing the precision of their conditional return expectations. 

We employ various robustness checks that corroborate our findings. First, we allow for endogenous formation of an inner 

financial circle, and for potential correlation between unobserved factors influencing this decision and either the accuracy of 

return perceptions or expectations, or stock risk exposure. Our findings remain robust, and we cannot reject the hypothesis 

of independence of these unobserved factors. Second, we consider whether our findings merely reflect common preferences 

or shocks between respondents and their financial circles. To produce significant effects of the financial circle and insignifi- 
1 A small number of information-providing contacts can arise even among identical social network members in the context of the ‘Law of the Few’ 

( Galeotti and Goyal, 2010 ). 
2 Given the anonymity of stockholding and trading inherent in the stock market, our analysis is not limited by the fact that we do not trace the actual 

network structure ( De Paula, 2010 ). 
3 Our set-up differs conceptually from the classical linear-in-means peer effects framework, where Manski ’s (1993) ‘reflection problem’ complicates 

identification: individual stock market return information, expectations and stockholding are a function of perceptions of the extent to which peers are 

informed or participating, conditioning on additional covariates commonly found in the household finance literature, and not of the actual peer information 

and/or behaviour, as in Manski ’s (1993) classical setup. See also Blume et al. (2011) and our Online Appendix. 
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cant or mixed effects of the outer circle, the outer circle should be sufficiently dissimilar and less subject to common shocks

with the respondents. Placebo tests no longer find statistically significant effects of the financial circle, even for groups that 

share several characteristics. 4 Instrumental variable estimation yields substantially larger estimates of coefficients and also 

fails to reject the null of exogeneity of respondents’ perceptions of financial circle participation or information. Third, since 

respondents do not discuss finances with the outer circle, it is plausible that they are much less certain about outer circle

peers’ participation and information. We find no evidence that our insignificant estimates on information in the outer circle 

are an artifact of attenuation bias. 5 Fourth, we consider reverse causality, namely that stockholding respondents may be 

more likely to persuade themselves that more of their peers also participate in, or are informed about stocks. It is hard to

see why such ‘feel-good’ considerations are also associated with more accurate perceptions and expectations of stock re- 

turns, and why they don’t extend to perceptions of the outer circle and the overall population. It is also not clear how the

argument applies to respondent perceptions of information among their financial circle, as those who understand returns 

better and are more likely to hold stocks are also in a better position to assess the information possessed by their financial

circle. Finally, differentiating between accuracy of return expectations or perceptions and persistent optimism is easier in 

panel data that we do not have. Nevertheless, we have no reason to expect that use of such data would attribute our return

findings to persistent optimism instead of information transfer. 6 

Our work can be placed in the growing literature in household finance, and it relates to various strands: peer effects, sub-

jective expectations, information flows and social comparisons, financial literacy, and social networks. 7 We link to the rele- 

vant peer effects literature on financial behavior, which builds upon the seminal papers of Duflo and Saez (20 02, 20 03) and

Hong et al. (2004) . 8 Our paper provides previously unavailable evidence that interactions on financial matters and their ef- 

fects relate to a typically very small subset of peers, and they follow a particular thread, from perceptions to expectations

and then to behavior. 

Part of our work studies the nature and role of subjective expectations elicited through surveys, whose promise and 

link to individual or aggregate behavior has been studied in Carroll (2003) , Hurd (2009) , Greenwood and Schleifer (2014) ,

Manski (2018) , Giglio et al. (2021) , and Ameriks et al. (2020) . The aspects of our work that relate to accuracy of perceptions

of the past and expectations, as well as financial knowledge, information, and their transmission, links to relevant literature 

on financial literacy ( Lusardi and Mitchell, 2014; Lusardi et al., 2016 ). Our study also relates to the larger literature on social

and information networks (see Jackson, 2008 ). 

Methodologically, our analysis based on survey elicitation complements both administrative data and experimental re- 

search on social learning and social utility in important dimensions. Administrative data offer clear information on location 

and thus geographical proximity with potential peers, as well as detailed information on participation and holdings (see, 

for example, Kaustia and Knüpfer, 2012; Girshina et al., 2019; Haliassos et al., 2020 ). However, administrative data do not

include information on subjective expectations, perceptions of past stock returns, or perceptions of peer information or 

behavior. 

Experiments in the field or in the lab are able to control fully the information flow by focusing on a previously unknown

product, knowing the precise network structure, and being able to control the exogenous flow of information to the agent. 

This allows a clean separation of social learning from social utility and an assessment of the relative importance of the two.

Two important examples are Banerjee et al. (2013) , who study a newly introduced micro-finance program in rural India,

and Bursztyn et al. (2014) , who conduct a field experiment in collaboration with a Brazilian brokerage firm for a brand new

financial product. Both studies conclude that information on a new product provided through peers is important, but they 

differ on the importance of the social utility channel. 

Our survey-based study complements administrative data studies by shedding light on subjective expectations and per- 

ceptions and the role peer interactions play in forming those and financial behavior. It also complements experimental 

approaches by asking whether social learning matters in the case of well-established products, such as stocks, in a decen- 

tralized and anonymous market, such as the French stock market, with multiple potential sources of information, including 

peers. This is highly relevant but not obvious. In the case of established financial products and developed environments, 

the incremental impact of information that individuals may or may not choose to obtain from peers can be limited, as a

lot may be known already and peers may not be the most knowledgeable sources. Our findings consistently support the 

view that, even in such cases, the levels of information and exposure to the product among the respondent’s financial circle

contribute to the accuracy of return perceptions and expectations, and to the decisions to hold the premium asset and to

adopt a higher risky portfolio share. 
4 Specifically, we reshuffle responses on the financial and the outer circle, the population, and non-response dummies among respondents in the same 

age, education and region of residence in one set of tests. In a second set, we also add to the list marital status, occupational status, and having children. 
5 Specifically, when we instrument responses regarding the outer circle with respondent perceptions regarding the overall population, which are actually 

quite consistent with population statistics, we find insignificant coefficients on both perceived information and participation in the outer circle. Importantly, 

the coefficients on the financial circle remain significant even in this case. 
6 We have found that inclusion of an available control for optimism in the regressions for accuracy of return expectations or perceptions yields insignifi- 

cant estimates for being optimistic and does not alter the pattern of our other estimates. Furthermore, if optimism were the key to interpreting our findings 

on returns, we would expect it to extend to perceptions regarding the outer social circle and the population, both of which are consistently insignificant. 
7 A recent overview of research in household finance, including the placement of peer effects within its corpus, is provided in Gomes et al. (2020) . 
8 This includes ( Kaustia and Knüpfer, 2012; Banerjee et al., 2013; Bursztyn et al., 2014; Georgarakos et al., 2014; Li, 2014; Beshears et al., 2015; Girshina 

et al., 2019; Ouimet and Tate, 2020 ). 
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The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses how the social circle is decomposed into a financial circle

and an outer circle, and the links of each to informative social interactions and mindless imitation. Section 3 describes the

survey design and the data. Section 4 presents the baseline empirical results, and Section 5 the results of robustness checks.

Section 6 concludes. 

2. The social and financial circles 

Our theoretical model (Online Appendix A) assumes that an investor’s expected return and demand for the asset are 

functions of (a) the pooled signal, x i , about the return, constructed from the weighted signals, y k , received by the respondent,

either directly or via the peers; and (b) of the limiting sum of these weights in a large economy, k ∗
i 
, which can be thought

of as the overall connectedness of investors to peers. Averaging the signals is exogenous, since the information network 

is taken as given by the investors and does not enter their optimization problem. Respondents are assumed to give larger

weights to signals received from peers who are objectively more accurate, in the sense of having lower variability around 

the true value. This formulation is a convenient way to separate the general social circle of a respondent from the financial

circle, with whom the respondent interacts closely on financial matters. The empirical counterpart of assigning different 

weights to signals received from peers is the inclusion of some peers, whose signals are given considerable weight, in the

financial circle, while others remain in the outer social circle. 

Our survey is the first to elicit responses regarding the existence of a financial circle and perceptions regarding its 

members, separately from the overall social circle. In our data, the size of the social circle correlates positively with be-

ing younger, married, a higher-income earner and being wealthier, a college graduate, and a bigger saver. The size of the

financial circle correlates positively with being younger, a saver, and with larger wealth, consistent with a greater incentive 

to interact with peers on financial matters (see Table O.A.12). 

In the empirical specification, we study whether and how respondents’ perceptions of past returns, expectations of future 

returns, and stockholding behavior depend on information potentially received from peers in both the financial and the 

outer circle. If we regressed such dependent variables on average expectations or average behavior of the peers, we could 

be subject to the well-known ‘reflection problem’ of Manski (1993) . However, our theoretical model shows that respondent 

expected returns and stock demands react to the degree of connectedness in an equilibrium of a large economy, denoted by

k ∗
i 
. Thus, instead of asking respondents what return signals, y k , they received from their peers, we ask two questions that

relate to the weight these signals carry in the respondent’s return expectation and demand for the asset. 9 The first question

refers to the respondent’s perception regarding how informed about stockholding the peers are, while the second refers to 

the respondent’s perception of how experienced the peers are with stockholding. Intuitively, respondents who think that 

their peers are more informed or more experienced will assign more weight to these signals and respond more to them in

adjusting their expectations and stockholding decisions. 

Now, the theoretical model assumes rationality to show that, even under rational expectations and choice of behavior, 

there is information value to interaction with peers. The empirical implementation is more flexible, as it asks respondents 

to indicate the (subjective) weight that they give to information on stockholding coming from their peers, distinguishing 

between the financial and the outer circle. This allows us to test for differential weighting. Our empirical findings below are

consistent with one form of rationality, namely that respondents react more to their peers if they believe them to be more

informed or to have greater experience with stockholding. On the other hand, our survey records significant heterogeneity in 

perceptions of past stock returns and in expectations of future returns, consistent with our modeling choice of a departure 

from full-information rational expectations. 10 

Our approach is flexible enough to uncover the presence of such influences at different levels. Interaction with informed 

or participating peers can sharpen the accuracy of respondent perceptions of past returns, which enter the determination of 

expected future returns, but may also have a direct further effect on expectations, controlling for perceptions of the past. In

turn, interaction with informed or participating peers may be related to greater stockholding participation or exposure only 

through its link to expectations, or also through a further, direct link. 

3. Survey design 

In this section, we provide information about key aspects of the special survey questions and sample, with more detailed 

information available in Online Appendix C. 
9 In model notation, we do not ask respondents to report the y k signals they received, but factors that govern their connectedness, k ∗
i 
, and thus the extent 

to which they react to the signals received by their peers. Because agents do not have a social utility component, their stockholding behavior depends on 

their expectations of returns, which in turn depend on how do they react to (or perceive) peers’ signals. 
10 A subtler empirical issue of optimality is whether respondents in fact weigh more heavily the signals of peers who objectively know more and have 

lower variance around the true information. This is an interesting question for future empirical research, but not one that can be answered with our data, 

as we do not observe the peers and their objective attributes. 
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3.1. The sample 

We added questions to an ongoing survey of the French population administered by Taylor-Nelson-Sofres (TNS), the 

world’s second largest market research company and professional survey agency operating in different countries. We use 

two linked questionnaires, fielded in December 2014 and then in May 2015. The first provides detailed information on risk 

attitudes, preferences, expectations and perceptions of stock market returns, in addition to wealth, income and socioeco- 

nomic and demographic characteristics for a representative sample of French households. 11 The follow-up contains questions 

on how respondents perceive their social and financial circles and their own position within them in various dimensions. 

The 2014 questionnaire was sent to the TNS panel of 40 0 0 volunteers, one per household. The 3670 (92%) individuals

who returned the completed questionnaire by post received 25 Euro in shopping vouchers ( bons-d’achat ). They received the 

follow-up questionnaire in May 2015, and 2587 (70.5%) completed it. Probit analysis of unit non-response among partici- 

pants in the 2014 sample reveals that most factors are insignificant, with few exceptions. 12 Nevertheless, all reported tables 

in the main text, Appendix and Online Apprendix include a dummy for unit non-response to the TNS 2015 survey wave. 

3.2. Eliciting perceptions and expectations of returns 

We ask respondents to state their perceptions of the past and expectations of the future return on a buy-and-hold port-

folio that tracks the evolution of the stock market index, CAC-40. Following Manski (2004) , Dominitz and Manski (2007) and

the recent expectations literature, we use probability questions on seven possible outcomes rather than eliciting point ex- 

pectations. 

We ask for the perception of the past cumulative 3-year return, Perc. R and for the expectation about the future cu-

mulative 5-year return, Expec. R , and compute deviations from the respective actual return. 13 The use of five years as a

forecasting horizon helps untie answers from current business cycle conditions and is consistent with observed portfolio 

inertia (e.g., Bilias et al., 2010 ). Probabilistic elicitation of the perceived past cumulative stock market return captures differ- 

ences in information across households as well as the relationship between information and expectations. 14 

3.3. Perceptions of the financial and social circles 

The size of the social circle and of the financial circle are obtained from the following survey questions, respectively: 

C1: Approximately how many people are there in your social circle of acquaintances? 

D1: With how many people from your social circle (as identified in C1), do you interact with regarding your own finan-

cial/investment matters? 

To minimize item non-response related to lack of clarity, we conducted a pilot survey among university students, clerical, 

and administrative personnel. In our estimations, we control for any systematic factors that could lead to item non-response 

by using dummy variables for non-response, as well as separate dummy variables for ‘I don’t know’ responses. Of the re-

spondents to TNS2015, about 90% and 87% answered C1 and D1, respectively. On average, respondents interact with 52.5 

people but include only about 5 in their financial circle, if they report having one, which implies considerable network 

sparsity. We denote by SC, FC, OC the social, financial, and outer circle, respectively (see Table O.A.1). 

We elicit point perceptions about how many members of the overall social and financial circles are informed about the 

stock market, and how many participate in it. Perceptions about peers can be relevant for behavior but also help overcome

Manski ’s (1993) reflection problem. The wording is: 

C7i/D16i: In your opinion, what is the proportion of people in your social/financial circle that invests in the stock market? (as a

%) 

C7ii/D16ii: In your opinion, what is the proportion of people in your social/financial circle that follows the stock market? (as a %)

About 96% and 88% of TNS2015 respondents provided valid answers to C7 and D16, respectively. 15 Probit estimation for 

item non-response on each of the four questions separately finds that most characteristics are not systematically related to 
11 The TNS 2014 dataset is constructed from a panel of volunteers. TNS proposes a re-weighting so that the final sample is representative of the French 

population by age, wealth and asset classes. Such re-weighting to recover representativeness of the population does not strongly modify the descriptive 

statistics, suggesting that the selection bias is very low relative to the widely used INSEE survey, which does not include our key variables of interest. 

TNS survey waves are not necessarily representative in terms of other socio-economic or demographic characteristics, such as gender, marital status and 

number of children. 
12 We detect significant relations with higher risk aversion, being married, in the youngest group, and in the college educated group. Those with higher 

risk aversion and the youngest are typically less likely to participate in the stock market, so our survey questions may be less relevant for them. The 

literature has not found a stable relationship between stockholding and marital status, and we note that unit non-response is not related to child-related 

demands on respondents’ time. The more limited tendency of the college-educated to participate probably has to do with opportunity costs of their time. 
13 We use responses to questions C39 and C42 from TNS2014, respectively. 
14 See Coibion et al. (2018) ; and Armantier et al. (2016) for substantial differences on the recent US inflation rate. 
15 Respondents could also answer ‘ I do not know ’. About 64% and 61% chose this option for C7i and D16i, respectively; and about 61% and 58% for C7ii 

and D16ii. 
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item non-response, but a few are, prompting us to include NR and DK dummies in the relevant estimations. In essence,

those who are more concerned about finances or are alert to saving and financial investment opportunities are also more 

likely to be aware of the state of participation and information in their financial circle, consistent with our analysis. 16 

The cross-sectional average point estimates for the perceived shares of the social and financial circle that invest in stocks 

are 10.7% and 18.9%. Those for peers that follow the stock market are 12.6% and 20.5%. These questions define the variables

% SC Particip . , % F C Par ticip, % SC In f or m . and % F C In f or m . and allow computation of the outer circle shares. Questions C6i

and C6ii ask about the corresponding proportions in the French population . 17 Interestingly, the cross-sectional average of 

subjective responses regarding stock market participation in the French population is remarkably close to the cross-sectional 

mean participation rate in our representative sample: 19.4% versus 21.7%, respectively. We also ask how respondents see 

themselves in terms of wealth, education and professional standing relative to their peers (see Online Appendix C). 

For the most part, the NR or DK dummies are not statistically significant, while the few exceptions seem plausible in view

of our analysis. For reasons of brevity, we have opted not to include coefficient estimates on NR and DK dummy variables in

the reported part of our tables, but we present an example of a full table in the O.A., for the regressions on back-cast and

forecast errors in returns. 18 

3.4. Other variables 

Respondents are asked to state their total financial wealth and its share invested in stocks (directly or indirectly). The 

latter defines the participation dummy variable Pr (S > 0) , and the conditional risky share, % F W . We also collect information

on demographic characteristics (age, gender, marital status, number of children), elicited risk preferences (coefficient of 

absolute risk aversion), proxies for resources and constraints (educational attainment, employment status, assets, income, 

perceived borrowing constraints, and achieved liquid saving over the past year), and region of residence. 19 

4. Baseline estimates 

Consistent with our theoretical analysis, in which equilibrium depends on connectedness, we focus on whether and 

how expectations about future returns, perceptions of past returns and stockholding behavior are influenced by the share 

of the relevant peer circle that the respondent considers informed about, or participating in the stock market. We control 

for factors such as risk aversion that correlate with potential benefits from acquired information. We first present baseline 

estimates and we then conduct extensive robustness analysis to address potential concerns. 

4.1. Errors in subjective return expectations and in perceptions 

We begin by examining whether respondents who report higher shares of informed or participating peers tend to exhibit 

smaller absolute errors in their stock return forecast (over the next five years); and/or smaller absolute errors in their 

perception of the past (three-year) return. We also ask whether the perceived presence of informed or participating peers 

is systematically related to the size of forecast errors once we control for the error in perceived past returns. 20 

Figure 1 shows historical monthly data of the French stock market index CAC-40, from March 1990 to June 2016. The

index dropped by nearly 25% at the time of the sovereign-debt crisis in the second half of 2011. By the time that the two

parts of the survey were fielded, in late December 2014 and May 2015, the index was still below its dot-com and Lehman

brothers peaks, but had already recovered relative to the sovereign-debt crisis. Given the substantial turmoil prior to data 

collection, respondents are likely to have been exposed to considerable news coverage of the stock market, and this makes 

the observed variation in perceptions and expectations all the more striking. 

The cross-sectional average perception of respondents regarding returns over the previous 3-year period is +3 . 6% , which

underestimates both the annualized and the cumulative actual returns in the second half of 2014 at 12.43% and 34.49%, 

respectively ( Fig. 2 ). Although our emphasis in this study is on heterogeneity of perceptions, it is worth noting that the
16 Specifically, we find that those who are more risk averse or are small savers are more likely to respond to all four questions regarding participation 

and information in the social and financial circles. Those in their most active years (35–50), the wealthiest, and those who manage to save a lot are more 

likely to respond on participation and information among their financial circle. Although the missing-indicator method we deploy here is widely used and 

has various attractive properties in terms of representativeness or efficiency over alternatives, such as the complete-case or stratification methods, it is not 

without limitations (see Jones, 1996 ). 
17 About 54% and 52% chose the option ‘ I do not know, ’ (DK) for questions C6i and C6ii, respectively, while about 3.1% chose not to answer and are coded 

as ‘non-responses’, (NR). 
18 Non-response to the question on risk aversion or on past returns or on assets is typically associated with bigger forecast errors, consistent with limited 

ability of non-respondents to collect and process information. We see some tendency of those who do not respond on, or declare that they don’t know 

the extent of, information or participation in the outer circle to have smaller forecast or back-cast errors. This is consistent with smaller errors reflecting 

greater sophistication and accuracy of respondents, and these respondents being less likely to report on features of the outer circle with whom they do 

not typically discuss financial matters. 
19 See Table O.A.2 for summary statistics and Online Appendix C for variable definitions. 
20 Early papers have documented the role of subjective expectations in stockholding behavior and their surprising heterogeneity, despite their reference 

to a single stock market ( Dominitz and Manski, 2007; Kézdi and Willis, 2011; Hurd et al., 2011 ). Even more surprising is the heterogeneity in perceptions 

regarding recent stock market returns ( Arrondel et al., 2014 ). 
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Fig. 1. French stock market index, CAC 40,weekly data, 3 March 1990 - 27 June 2016. Source : Yahoo Finance. 

 

 

 

 

 

average size of the perception gap is consistent with reported empirical findings on the perception gap of households, and 

CEOs and CFOs of firms about inflation (see Jonung, 1981; Armantier et al., 2016 , and Coibion et al., 2018 respectively). Also,

it was obtained without any guidance to the ‘correct’ answer, in a period exhibiting return volatility. On average, respondents 

are analogously pessimistic about the future. The average subjective expectation of future five-year returns is equal to +1 . 6% .

This is fairly close to the annual historical (arithmetic) mean excess return in France for 1870–2007, estimated by Le Bris and

Hautcoeur (2010) at 2%, but significantly below the cumulative 5-year return this would imply ( Fig. 2 ). 21 

In our theoretical model, we show that even within an efficient competitive asset market, under certain conditions, in- 

formation sourced from peers influences agents’ expectations of returns. Guided by a first order approximation of (O.A.Eq.8), 

we adopt the following empirical specifications (derived in Online Appendix B): 

| R t+1 − Expec. R i | = κ0 + κ1 k 
∗
i + κ′ v i + ε 1 i (1) 

and 

| R t+1 − Expec. R i | = κ0 + κ1 D 

e 
i + κ′ v i + ε 2 i , (2) 

where k ∗
i 

is an indicator of information connectedness to the peer circle, D 

e 
i 

is perceived peer participation in the stock

market, v i is a vector of individual characteristics which includes respondents’ perceptions about peer and population char- 

acteristics, ε 1 i and ε 2 i are individual zero-mean error terms distributed normally conditional on covariates. 22 The coefficients 

to be estimated are denoted by κ0 , κ1 and κ′ . The same coefficient symbols are used for both equations for notational econ-

omy, but not to imply equality of coefficients. 

We control for a wide range of characteristics and attitudes of the household head. These include individual perceptions 

about the respondent’s standing relative to peers’ professional status, education and total wealth, demographic characteris- 

tics (age, gender, marital status, number of children), elicited risk preferences (coefficient of absolute risk aversion), proxies 

for resources and constraints (educational attainment, employment status, assets, income, perceived borrowing constraints, 

and achieved liquid saving over the past year), and region of residence. Detailed variable definitions are in Online Ap- 

pendix C. We also include dummies for item non-response and inconsistent responses, especially to the questions about 
21 The averages of the forecast/backcast absolute errors are 29.92/31.16. For those who reported ‘DK = 1’ to questions D16i/ii re. the perceived proportion in 

their financial circles that invest/are informed about the stock market, the corresponding averages are 30.63/31.92, somewhat higher than the unconditional 

means. For those who reported ‘DK = 1’ to questions D7i/ii re. the perceived proportion in their social circles that invest/are informed about the stock market, 

the corresponding averages are 30.37/31.70, also somewhat higher than the unconditional means. 
22 Although we do not strictly need the error terms to be normally distributed, this assumption better corresponds to the theoretical model’s assumptions, 

built on the basis of a CARA-Gaussian framework. See also the econometric specification subsection at the end of Online Appendix B. 
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Fig. 2. French stock market CAC 40, three-year stock market returns, weekly data, July 2014 to June 2015. The blue bars show cumulative 3-year returns 

and in particular, the red segment shows the actual cumulative 3-year return at the time that the survey was fielded, Dec 2014. The green dashed line 

shows the actual annualized 3-year returns and the black dashed line indicates the perceived 3-year return at the time that the survey was fielded. Source : 

Yahoo Finance. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

perceived peer and population behavior. 23 Finally, we split respondents’ social circle connectedness, k ∗
i 

into a financial cir- 

cle, k ∗
i,F C 

, and an outer circle, k ∗
i,OC 

, controlling also for respondents’ perceptions about overall population-level counterparts 

k ∗
i,Pop 

: 

| R t+1 − Expec. R i | = κ0 + κ1 ,F C k 
∗
i,F C + κ1 ,OC k 

∗
i,OC + κ1 ,P k 

∗
i,Pop + κ′ v i + ε 3 i , (3) 

| R t+1 − Expec. R i | = κ0 + κ1 ,F C D 

e 
i,F C + κ1 ,OC D 

e 
i,OC + κ1 ,P D 

e 
i,Pop + κ′ v i + ε 4 i . (4) 

Table 1 (cols. 1 and 2) reports regression estimates for these two specifications. Controlling for the perceived shares of 

peers in the outer circle and in the population that are informed about (participating in) the stock market, a one standard

deviation increase in the perceived informed (participating) share of financial circle peers (at a mean of 17.2 (16.6) percent) 

is associated with a reduction in the mean absolute forecast error by 0.45 (0.41) percentage points (or a 1.5% (4.7%) of the

unconditional mean forecast error). 

We want to investigate whether our results in this first pass at estimating the relevance of the financial circle for

expectetional errors on stock returns reflect, partly or fully, a possible role in sharpening perceptions about recent past 

returns. To this end, we use question C42 in our survey, that allows probabilistic elicitation of respondents’ percep- 

tions about the most recent realized stock market return (see Online Appendix C), to introduce, as additional control in 
23 Controlling for item non-response to those questions hardly affects the sign, size, and significance of the main coefficients of interest, namely on 

perceptions regarding peers. A similar robustness exercise in the presence of missing data can be found in Dimmock et al. (2016) . 
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Table 1 

Forecast and Back/Nowcast Errors (short). 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

VARIABLES | F E R | | F E R | | F E R | | F E R | | F E R | | BE R | | BE R | 
%FC. Inf. -0.0263 ∗∗ -0.0129 -0.0513 ∗∗∗

(0.0131) (0.0129) (0.0193) 

%OC. Inf. -0.0005 0.00218 -0.0148 

(0.0259) (0.0239) (0.0370) 

%Pop. Inf. 0.0118 0.0123 0.0104 -0.00140 

(0.0166) (0.0184) (0.0159) (0.0224) 

%FC. Part. -0.0247 ∗∗ -0.0126 -0.0452 ∗∗

(0.0124) (0.0120) (0.0200) 

%OC. Part. 0.0003 0.0089 -0.0455 

(0.0335) (0.0323) (0.0439) 

%Pop. Part. 0.0068 -0.0049 0.0037 0.0026 

(0.0209) (0.0237) (0.0195) (0.0255) 

| BE R | 0.271 ∗∗∗ 0.271 ∗∗∗ 0.272 ∗∗∗

(0.0230) (0.0230) (0.0230) 

Risk aversion 0.0686 ∗ 0.0699 ∗ 0.0405 0.0386 0.0387 0.145 ∗∗∗ 0.150 ∗∗∗

(0.0380) (0.0380) (0.0342) (0.0341) (0.0341) (0.0525) (0.0525) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 2535 2535 2535 2535 2535 2328 2328 

F 2.544 2.599 4.971 4.846 4.841 4.331 4.345 

R 2 0.054 0.054 0.162 0.164 0.165 0.097 0.096 

Notes: Results from OLS regressions of households’ absolute forecast errors | F E R | ≡ ∣
∣R t+1 − F i R t+1 

∣
∣ (cols 1–5) 

and back/nowcast errors | BE R | ≡ ∣
∣R t − B i R t 

∣
∣ (cols 6–7), for returns on the CAC-40 index over the next five 

or and last three years respectively on measures of informative social interactions. The corresponding uncon- 

ditional means are 29.92 and 31.16 respectively. Columns 3–5 report results for households’ absolute fore- 

cast errors conditional on back/nowcast errors. ‘Controls’ includes measures of relative social standing, socio- 

demographic and socio-economic characteristics, as well as NR, DK, IC indicators and reference categories, as 

fully specified in tables Tables O.A.1 and O.A.2 in the Online Appendix. Robust standard errors are reported 

in parentheses. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: merged TNS2014 and 

TNS2015 waves in France. 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) and (4) , the absolute distance between recent stock price growth and a respondent’s mean subjective perception of it, ∣
∣R t − B i R t 

∣
∣ ≡ | R t − Perc. R i | . 24 

Table 1 (columns 3–5) shows that a respondent’s mean perception error is a strongly significant predictor of their forecast 

error, regardless of whether peer variables are included in the regression (columns 4 and 5) or not (column 3). Strikingly,

neither the share of informed peers nor the share of stockholders in respondents’ financial circles retain their statistical 

significance in the presence of the respondent’s mean perception error. This suggests that, if informative social interactions 

do influence subjective expectations of returns, they operate by affecting perceptions of realized returns. 

To explore whether this is so, we regress the absolute size of perception errors regarding recent past returns on the

social interaction variables, k ∗
i 

or D 

e 
i 
, and the remaining controls: 

| R t − P erc. R i | = η0 + η1 ,F C k 
∗
i,F C + η1 ,OC k 

∗
i,OC + η1 ,P k 

∗
i,Pop + η′ w i + � 1 i , (5) 

or 

| R t − P erc. R i | = η0 + η1 ,F C D 

e 
i,F C + η1 ,OC D 

e 
i,OC + η1 ,P D 

e 
i,Pop + η′ w i + � 2 i , (6) 

where � 1 i and � 2 i are individual zero-mean error terms distributed normally conditional on covariates (see footnote 22 ), w i 

is a vector of individual characteristics. The coefficients to be estimated are denoted by η0 , η1 ,F C , η1 ,OC , η1 ,P and η′ , where

again we use the same coefficients in both equations to economize on notation. 

The last two columns of Table 1 report significant estimates of a negative relationship between the absolute size of the

perception error and the perceived share of the financial circle either informed about stocks (column 6) or participating in 

stocks (column 7). We find that a one standard deviation increase in the mean informed (participating) share of financial 

circle peers of 17.8 (16.7) percent is associated with a reduction in the mean absolute perception error by -0.91 (-0.76)

percentage points (or 2.9% (2.4%) of the unconditional mean backcast error). 25 Taken together, estimates in Table 1 suggest 

that, controlling for a wide range of household characteristics, informative interactions or mindful imitation of the financial 
24 Progress in incorporating information sets has been made by extending Manski ’s (2004) probabilistic elicitation techniques to facts, as opposed to 

events. See Arrondel et al. (2014) , Afrouzi et al. (2016) and Coibion et al. (2018) . 
25 The results reported are robust to adopting Coibion et al. ’s (2018) econometric specification not in ‘error form’ (Table O.A.3), as well as to specifications 

with tuning parameter within normal ranges. The latter are available from the authors upon request. 
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circle tend to sharpen the accuracy of perceptions regarding the recent past return and, through that, increase the accuracy 

of return expectations. 26 

4.2. Stockholding behavior 

Our preceding analysis has confirmed that connectedness to people more knowledgeable about the stock market tends 

to reduce absolute deviations of subjective expectations and perceptions from realized returns. In this section, we examine 

whether social interactions and connectedness increase the prevalence of, and exposure to stockholding risk, beyond their 

indirect effect through expectations. 

Reorganizing the demand for stocks in (O.A.Eq.11) indicates that the risk-adjusted individual demands depend on a term 

that is common to all agents and a term that is individual-specific. Since we are exploiting cross-sectional variation, a linear

approximation suggests the following econometric specification for agent i ’s share of financial wealth invested in stocks: 

D i = % F W i = max { 0 , min { λ0 + λ1 
(+) 

k ∗i + λ2 
(+) 

Expec R i + λ3 
(−) 

ρi + λ′ 
z i + u i , 100 }} , (7)

where u i is an individual-specific error term. The vector z i contains respondent characteristics, such as age, gender, marital 

status, number of children, geographical region of residence, employment status, assets, income, borrowing or liquid savings. 

It also includes individual perceptions about the respondent’s standing relative to the social circle (professional status) and 

financial circle (professional status, education, and total wealth), as well as individual perceptions about population behavior 

or information. The signs under the constant coefficients indicate the theoretically predicted signs. The zero term allows for 

stock market non-participation. 

By analogy to our analysis of expectations and perceptions above, we also consider another specification involving stock- 

holding behavior among peers. This takes the form: 

D i = % F W = max { 0 , min { ζ0 + ζ1 
(+) 

D 

e 
i + ζ2 

(+) 

Expec R i + ζ3 
(−) 

ρi + ζ′ z i + w i , 100 }} , (8)

where D 

e 
i 

represents perceived peer participation in the stock market. In (), we focus on respondents’ perceptions about how 

informed their financial and outer circles are; and in (), we use their perceptions of stock market participation in the two

circles. 

4.2.1. Stock market participation 

Column (1) of Table 2 presents results for a standard participation probit, augmented with responses on how informed 

the financial, the outer circle, and the population are perceived to be. We confirm that subjective expected returns are 

positively related to the probability of participation, even after controlling for a range of household characteristics and for 

the respondent’s elicited absolute risk aversion. We find that a one standard deviation increase in the mean share of a

respondent’s financial circle perceived to be informed about the stock market is associated with a higher probability of 

investing in stocks by 7.4 percentage points (a 34% increase in the unconditional probability). Column (2) repeats the exercise 

but now controls instead for respondent perceptions of the prevalence of stock market participation in the two circles and 

in the population. We find a statistically significant positive relationship with the perceived share of participating peers in 

the financial circle, consistent with information transfer or mindful imitation. 

Our benchmark estimates also indicate that stock market participation among the outer circle, with whom the respon- 

dent does not purposefully discuss financial matters, has a positive and statistically significant relationship to the respon- 

dent’s own decision to hold stocks, controlling for the respondent’s perception of participation in the overall population, 

which turns out to be insignificant. This finding, together with the absence of a relationship between perceptions of the 

outer circle and expectations or perceptions of returns, suggests the possible presence of mindless imitation of peers that 

the respondent does not consider knowledgeable or trustworthy enough to include in the financial circle. This is all the 

more surprising, given the likely imprecision of such perceptions, presumably based on casual remarks. We will subject this 

finding to further scrutiny in the robustness analysis below. 

4.2.2. Conditional portfolio shares 

Columns (5) and (6) of Table 2 adopt a Tobit specification and report the size of portfolio exposure to stockholding

risk, conditional on holding stocks. They examine the role of perceptions regarding how informed the financial and outer 

circles are and of the extent of their participation, controlling also for perceptions about the population. Higher shares of 

informed or participating members of the financial circle are related to greater exposure to stockholding risk, conditional 

on participation, providing support for the main theoretical prediction. The share of the outer circle investing in the stock 

market is also statistically significant for the conditional portfolio share, as it was for stock market participation. 

All in all, our benchmark estimates provide consistent support for the view that informative interactions with the finan- 

cial circle systematically influence the accuracy of return forecasts only through their influence on the accuracy of perceived 
26 The strong positive relationship to risk aversion is also consistent with a more limited relevance of information for those less likely to have use for 

it. In the more complete Table O.A.4, we have further support for informational consideration driving perception errors: controlling for retirement status, 

males, older and wealthier respondents tend to exhibit smaller backcast errors. 
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Table 2 

Stockholding. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Pr(S > 0) Pr(S > 0) Pr(S > 0) Pr(S > 0) E(% F W | F W > 0) E(% F W | F W > 0) E(% F W | F W > 0) E(% F W | F W > 0) 

VARIABLES Placebo Placebo Placebo Placebo 

%FC Inform. 0.0027 ∗∗∗ -0.0003 0.0290 0.0259 

(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0198) (0.0208) 

%OC Inform. 0.0001 0.0024 0.0415 -0.0643 

(0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0416) (0.0419) 

%Pop. Inform. -0.0006 8.71e-0.5 -0.0392 0.0360 

(0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0308) (0.0261) 

%FC Particip. 0.0021 ∗∗∗ -0.0002 0.0326 ∗ 0.0155 

(0.0006) (0.0007) (0.0190) (0.0208) 

%OC Particip. 0.0024 ∗ 0.0011 0.0799 ∗∗ -0.0329 

(0.0012) (0.0014) (0.0397) (0.0437) 

%Pop. Particip. -0.0002 0.0005 -0.0229 0.0170 

(0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0362) (0.0293) 

Expec. R 0.0021 ∗∗ 0.0021 ∗∗ 0.0020 ∗∗ 0.0020 ∗∗ 0.1070 ∗∗∗ 0.1100 ∗∗∗ 0.0820 ∗∗ 0.0800 ∗∗∗

(0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0010) (0.0009) (0.0351) (0.0366) (0.0325) (0.0318) 

Risk aversion -0.0042 ∗∗ -0.0040 ∗∗ -0.0038 ∗∗ -0.0038 ∗∗ -0.1120 ∗ -0.1120 ∗ -0.0957 ∗ -0.0973 ∗

(0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0017) (0.0017) (0.0607) (0.0630) (0.0536) (0.0523) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 2525 2525 2506 2506 2294 2294 2277 2277 

Log-likelihood -1190 -1192 -1145 -1146 -3618 -3615 -3395 -3396 

LR χ2 445.1 446.0 430.5 426.9 408.9 413.3 349.1 445.7 

Pseudo R 2 0.1770 0.1750 0.1580 0.1570 0.0535 0.0541 0.0489 0.0484 

Notes: Average marginal effects from probits of stock market participation (cols. 1–4) and tobits of share of financial wealth invested in the stock market 

(direct or indirect), conditional on investing (cols. 5–8), on share of FC and OC circles informed about or participating in the stock market. Controls as in 

Table 1 . Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: merged TNS2014 and 

TNS2015 waves in France. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

past returns; and they influence stock market participation, as well as conditional portfolio shares, even beyond their effect 

through expected returns. The benchmark estimates provide indications of additional relevance of mindless imitation, to be 

examined further below. 

We now turn to examining the robustness of these links between social interactions and perceptions, expectations, and 

actions to address various alternative interpretations. 

5. Robustness analysis 

5.1. Endogenous formation of financial circle 

Our baseline estimates do not allow explicitly for endogeneity of financial circle formation. A potential concern is that 

unobserved factors might induce a respondent both to form a financial circle and to collect information so as to sharpen

her forecast (backcast) of stock returns, decide on stock market participation, or on the conditional risky portfolio share. 27 

To address this potential concern for perception and forecast accuracy, Table 3 reports estimates of Heckman regressions 

of absolute forecast or backcast errors, conditional on the respondent having chosen to form a financial circle. These Heck- 

man regressions are based on those reported in Table 1 , augmented to control for selection. 28 The selection equation for the

probability of forming a financial circle is: 

Pr (F C i > 0) = 
(ν0 + ν ′ 
1 k 

∗
iSC + ν ′ 

2 k 
∗
iPop + ν ′ 

3 ρi + ν′ o i ) (9) 

The choice to form a financial circle is assumed to depend on the respondent’s perception as to the shares of the social

circle that are informed about, or participating in stocks, controlling for perceptions of the corresponding shares in the 

overall population; and on perceptions of the share of the social circle that has higher or lower professional standing than

the respondent. 

Columns (1) and (3) in Table 3 are reported for completeness, but they are not our preferred specifications, as they do

not control for the back-cast error. Columns (2) and (4) refer to the forecast error, whereas (5) and (6) to the back-cast

error. We find that formation of a financial circle tends to be positively associated with the likely usefulness of such a
27 We take one’s social environment as given, as studying the choice of location is beyond the scope of our project and data. We ask whether one’s 

perceptions of that social environment, scaled by that person’s perceptions of the overall population, lead the individual to form an inner circle for the 

purpose of interacting on financial matters. 
28 The reason why the number of observations in Table 3 (or 4) is smaller than in Table 1(or 2) is the inclusion of variables in the selection equation (ex- 

cluded from the outcome equation) for which there is a different non-response (NR)/does-not-know (DK) rate, such as %SC/Pop. Inf. and %SC/Pop. Part., 

together with the requirement to have valid responses both to the outcome variable (fore/backcast absolute errors and stockholdings) and to having a 

financial circle. 
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Table 3 

Forecast and Back/Nowcast errors conditional on Financial Circle (FC). 

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) (4a) (4b) (5a) (5b) (6a) (6b) 

VARIABLES Pr(F C > 0) | F E R | Pr(F C > 0) | F E R | Pr(F C > 0) | F E R | Pr(F C > 0) | F E R | Pr(F C > 0) | BE R | Pr(F C > 0) | BE R | 
% SC Inf. 0.0104 ∗∗ 0.0087 0.0103 ∗ 0.0093 ∗ 0.0096 ∗ 0.0091 

(0.0052) (0.0056) (0.0053) (0.0055) (0.0052) (0.0817) 

%FC Inf. -0.0227 ∗ -0.0065 -0.0572 ∗∗∗

(0.0127) (0.0131) (0.0175) 

%OC. Inf. -0.0167 -0.0035 -0.0758 ∗∗

(0.0251) (0.0260) (0.0386) 

% SC Part. -0.0001 0.0005 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0006 -0.0003 

(0.0052) (0.0061) (0.0053) (0.0057) (0.0052) (0.0394) 

%FC. Part. -0.0180 -0.0063 -0.0507 ∗∗

(0.0118) (0.0128) (0.0254) 

%OC. Part. -0.0183 0.0024 -0.0858 

(0.0323) (0.0365) (0.4040) 

%Pop. Inf. -0.0054 -0.0234 -0.0059 -0.0186 -0.0057 -0.0065 ∗ -0.0049 0.0102 -0.0046 

(0.0038) (0.0215) (0.0039) (0.0224) (0.0037) (0.0038) (0.0038) (0.0311) (0.0420) 

%Pop. Part. -0.0004 -0.0006 -3.64e-06 -0.0288 0.0002 -0.0262 -0.0009 -0.0011 0.0017 

(0.0044) (0.0045) (0.0043) (0.0275) (0.0044) (0.0273) (0.0042) (0.0408) (0.334) 

| BE R | 0.2870 ∗∗∗ 0.2890 ∗∗∗

(0.0362) (0.0368) 

Risk aversion -0.0175 ∗∗ 0.0380 -0.0154 ∗ 0.0501 -0.0176 ∗∗ 0.0428 -0.0155 ∗ 0.0464 -0.0167 ∗∗ 0.0965 -0.0168 0.103 

(0.0081) (0.0553) (0.0084) (0.0607) (0.0082) (0.0553) (0.0084) (0.0580) (0.0079) (0.0844) (0.0114) (1.230) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 2021 1920 2021 1920 1966 1966 

φ -0.181 -0.322 -0.115 -0.219 -0.172 -0.118 

χ2 ( p-value) 0.22 (0.6390) 0.81 (0.3693) 0.16 (0.6868) 0.61 (0.4349) 0.40 (0.686) 0.00 (0.9944) 

Notes: Heckman regressions of absolute forecast | F E R | ≡ ∣
∣R t+1 − F i R t+1 

∣
∣ (cols. 1–4), and back/nowcast errors | BE R | ≡ ∣

∣R t − B i R t 
∣
∣ (cols. 5–6), for returns on the CAC-40 over the next five 

and last three years respectively. The corresponding unconditional means are 29.92 and 31.16 respectively. Columns labeled (a) report results of the probit selection equation for having 

a financial circle; columns labeled (b) report results of regressions of forecast and back/nowcast errors conditional on having a financial circle. Equations are jointly estimated by ML. 

The third line from the end reports the estimated correlation between the errors of both equations. The penultimate line reports a Wald test of independent equations (and associated 

p-values) under the null of no correlation φ = 0 between having a financial circle and the absolute forecast back/nowcast error for stock market returns. Controls as in Table 1 . Robust 

standard errors reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: merged TNS2014 and TNS2015 waves. 
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Table 4 

Bivariate Probits. 

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) (4a) (4b) 

VARIABLES Pr(F C > 0) ) Pr(S > 0) Pr(F C > 0) ) Pr(S > 0) Pr(F C > 0) Pr(S > 0) Pr(F C > 0) ) Pr(S > 0) 

%FC Inform. 0.0026 ∗∗∗ 0.0025 ∗∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0005) 

%OC Inform. 0.0003 

(0.0013) 

%SC Inform. 0.0034 ∗∗ 0.0033 ∗∗ 0.0034 ∗∗ 0.0033 ∗∗

(0.0015) (0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0014) 

%Pop. Inform. -0.0014 -0.0004 - 0.0014 -0.0014 -0.0004 -0.0014 

(0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0011) 

%FC Particip. 0.0022 ∗∗∗ 0.0027 ∗∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) 

%OC Particip. 0.0026 ∗∗

(0.0012) 

%SC Particip. -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0007 -0.0007 

(0.0015) (0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0015) 

%Pop. Particip. -0.0001 -0.0001 - 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0001 

(0.0013) (0.0012) (0.0009) (0.0013) (0.0012) (0.0009) 

Expec.R 0.0003 0.0024 ∗∗ 0.0003 0.0023 ∗∗ 0.0003 0.0025 ∗∗ 0.0003 0.0024 ∗∗

(0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0010) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0011) (0.0012) 

Risk Aversion -0.0042 ∗ -0.0041 ∗ -0.0042 ∗ -0.0039 ∗ -0.0042 ∗ -0.0043 ∗ -0.0042 ∗ -0.0040 ∗

(0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0023) (0.0022) (0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0024) (0.0023) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1684 1684 1684 1684 

Log-likelihood -1789 -1790 -1791 -1793 

LR χ2 ( p-value) 637.6 (0) 640.6 (0) 629.2 (0) 622.8 (0) 

φ 0.0346 0.0415 0.0422 0.0440 

Wald χ2 ( p-value) 0.420 (0.517) 0.612 (0.434) 0.633 (0.426) 0.694 (0.405) 

Notes: Average marginal effects from bivariate probits of (i) formation of financial circle (columns labeled a). and (ii) stock market par- 

ticipation (columns labeled b).The third line from the end reports the estimated correlation between the errors of both equations. The 

penultimate line reports a Wald test of independent equations (and associated p-values) under the null of no correlation φ = 0 between 

having a financial circle and the absolute forecast back/nowcast error for stock market returns. Controls as in Table 1 . Robust standard 

errors reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: merged TNS2014 and TNS2015 

waves. 

 

 

 

 

circle in discussing financial matters with the respondent. Higher risk aversion, and thus more limited desired exposure to 

stockholding risk, is typically associated with a smaller probability to form a financial circle. We also find some evidence 

of a positive relation between the tendency to form a financial circle and a larger perceived share of informed social circle

peers, and thus candidates for inclusion; and smaller perceived opportunities to be picking up information incidentally from 

a well-informed overall population. 

The second-stage (forecast or backcast) regressions appear in columns (b), for selected covariates. 29 The key finding 

on absolute forecast errors, namely that social interaction variables play no role once backcast errors are controlled for, 

is robust to endogenous formation of the financial circle. Further, our conclusion about information exchange or mindful 

imitation improving perceptions of the recent past return is robust to allowing for endogenous formation of the financial 

circle. Finally, the null hypothesis of no correlation of unobserved factors in the decision to form a financial circle and in

the absolute size of the forecast or back-cast error cannot be rejected. 30 

In the next step, we consider a bivariate probit model for the choices to participate in the stock market and to

form a financial circle, allowing for correlated unobserved factors influencing both. The first leg of the bivariate probit is 

Eq. (9) above, and the second is: 

Pr (S i > 0) = 
(λ0 + λ1 k 
∗
iF C + λ2 k 

∗
iOC + λ3 k 

∗
iPop + λ4 Expec R i + λ5 ρi + λ′ 

z i ) (10) 

or the corresponding one for the perceived share of peers participating in stockholding, where we replace k ∗ with D 

e . 

Table 4 presents four bivariate probits. Even-numbered columns depict the choice on whether to form a financial circle, 

while odd-numbered columns depict stock market participation. Compared to Eq. (9) in Table 3 , perceiving a higher share
29 In specifications (2) and (5) where the perceived share of peers informed is the independent variable of interest, the perceived participation in the 

social circle (%SC Part.) and in the overall population (%Pop. Part.) are excluded from the second stage. In specifications (4) and (6) where the share of 

peers investing is the main independent variable of interest, the perceived peer and overall population information (%SC Inf. and %Pop. Inf.) are excluded 

from the outcome equations. 
30 In the second to last row of Table 3 , we report the estimated correlation coefficient between the unobserved normally distributed errors in the two 

parts. The likelihood ratio test of independent equations and the associated p-value are reported in the first to last row of Table 3 . Our findings are also 

robust to adopting a more general ’seemingly unrelated’ statistical relationship between selection of financial circle and errors in respondents’ perceptions 

and expectations. See Table O.A.11. 
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Table 5 

Forecast and Back/Nowcast errors, placebo regressions. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

| F E R | | F E R | | F E R | | F E R | | BE R | | BE R | 
VARIABLES Placebo Placebo Placebo Placebo Placebo Placebo 

%FC. Inf. 0.0096 0.0123 -0.0042 

(0.0142) (0.0131) (0.0207) 

%OC. Inf. 0.0046 -0.0039 0.0515 

(0.0247) (0.0251) (0.0368) 

%Pop. Inf. -0.0072 0.0190 0.0230 

(0.0149) (0.0162) (0.0256) 

%FC. Part. 0.0167 0.0126 -0.0011 

(0.0155) (0.0144) (0.0206) 

%OC. Part. -0.0086 -0.0270 0.0236 

(0.0347) (0.0343) (0.0440) 

%Pop. Part. -0.0216 -0.0284 0.0068 

(0.0171) (0.0185) (0.0290) 

| BE R | 0.274 ∗∗∗ 0.275 ∗∗∗

(0.0228) (0.0228) 

Risk aversion 0.0632 0.0639 ∗ 0.0551 0.0538 0.151 ∗∗∗ 0.155 ∗∗∗

(0.0387) (0.0385) (0.0392) (0.0390) (0.0531) (0.0530) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 2516 2516 2158 2158 2312 2312 

F 2.521 2.544 5.325 5.122 4.158 4.101 

R 2 0.054 0.055 0.188 0.190 0.092 0.092 

Notes: Heckman regressions of absolute forecast | F E R | ≡ ∣
∣R t+1 − F i R t+1 

∣
∣ (cols. 1–4), and 

back/nowcast errors | BE R | ≡ ∣
∣R t − B i R t 

∣
∣ (cols. 5–6), for returns on the CAC-40 over the next 

five and last three years respectively. The corresponding unconditional means are 29.92 and 

31.16 respectively. Columns 3–5 report results for households’ absolute forecast errors con- 

ditional on back/nowcast errors. Controls as in Table 1 . Robust standard errors are reported 

in parentheses. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: 

merged TNS2014 and TNS2015 waves in France. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of one’s social circle as being informed about the stock market is now always correlated with the respondent’s tendency to

form a financial circle, consistent with the view that information exchange is an important motivation. 

Columns (b) refer to the leg of stock market participation and show that allowing for correlation among unobserved 

factors leading somebody to participate in stocks and to form a financial circle further supports our benchmark findings in 

Table 2 . The source of this robustness is highlighted in the last three rows of Table 4 , showing that, in all cases, we do not

reject the null of independence, H 0 : φ = 0 , between unobserved factors influencing the two choices. 

5.2. Common preferences or shocks 

An issue widely faced in the literature on peer effects is that of common preferences or common shocks. Applied to our

case, individuals and their financial circles, with whom they discuss confidential financial matters, may be sharing common 

preferences in financial behavior or be affected similarly by exogenous shocks over time. These factors could be shifting 

both the proxy for peer effects and the outcome variable, thus inflating the estimated size of the peer effect. Specifically,

they might induce a correlation between information collection or stock market participation in the financial circle and the 

accuracy of expectations and perceptions or the stockholding behavior of respondents. If outer social circles are sufficiently 

less subject to common preferences and common shocks, the coefficient estimate on the outer circle may turn out to be

insignificant, while the one on the financial circle shows up as significant. 

A useful approach to testing for the presence of powerful underlying factors bringing about such patterns is to conduct 

placebo tests. The key peer variables are reshuffled among demographic groups relevant for financial circle formation and 

possibly facing common preferences or common shocks. If the coefficient estimates for the peer variables are no longer 

significant, this supports the conclusion that the benchmark estimates do not originate in a tendency of such groups to 

have common preferences or be faced by common shocks. 

We have reshuffled responses regarding the financial and the outer circle, the population, as well as non-response dum- 

mies among respondents in the same age, education, and location group. As can be seen in Table 5 , we no longer find

that the shares of the financial circle perceived to be informed about, or participating in the stock market are significantly

related to either absolute forecast or backcast errors of stock market returns. Those of the outer circle and of the popu-

lation continue to be insignificant. This supports the view that our findings on the accuracy of stock return expectations 

and of perceptions regarding past performance do not arise from common preferences or shocks among people sharing age, 

education, and location. 

Although placebo tests are useful, they detect common shocks if these are common for the demographic groups consid- 

ered in the reshuffling. Motivated by this consideration, we expand the range of characteristics that might be relevant for 
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the formation of social circles and the experience of common preferences or shocks. In the Online Appendix Tables O.A.6 

and O.A.7, we reshuffle among respondents who share the same age, education, region of residence, marital status, occupa- 

tional status, as well as having children. Even with these more granular peer groupings, we find again that the coefficients

on reshuffled peer variables turn insignificant, making it less likely that our findings simply reflect common preferences or 

shocks. 

Our supportive placebo results extend to our findings on stock market participation and on the conditional risky portfolio 

share, net of the peer effects on subjective expectations, for which we are controlling. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 2 report

findings for reshuffling based on age, education, and region. The coefficients on reshuffled responses concerning the financial 

and the outer circle are not statistically significant for stock market participation, and the coefficients on the population 

perceptions remain insignificant. Columns (7) and (8) report our placebo findings for the intensive stockholding margin. 

Again, none of the reshuffled responses are significant. The findings reported in Table O.A.7 generalize these placebo results 

to allowing for the wider group of controlled characteristics described above. 

An alternative approach to testing for common preferences or common shocks is to exploit an instrument that shifts the 

peer variable, but which itself has no direct effect on the outcome variable, except through its effect on the peer variable.

One then examines if IV estimation renders the peer variable insignificant. 31 In our analysis, such an instrument should 

alter respondent perceptions about information or participation in their financial circle but should not directly influence the 

accuracy of stock return forecasts and backcasts, nor stockholding behavior. We have used as an instrument the respondent 

perception about the proportion of peers in the respondent’s financial circle who are homeowners. Such perceptions about 

peer participation in another asset are relevant for perceptions about peer information and participation in the stock market, 

as confirmed by first-stage regressions. Although perceptions regarding homeownership and housing information of peers 

might affect stock return perceptions and stockholding indirectly, by affecting housing choices and wealth levels of respon- 

dents, we control not only for those but also for a wide range of other possible channels of influence, including, for example,

social status and relative standing variables, borrowing and liquidity constraints, and variables governing willingness to take 

risks. IV estimation yields a broadly similar pattern of significance as in Tables 1 and 2 , but with larger coefficients (Tables

O.A.8 and (O.A.9). 

Finally, we ask respondents in TNS2015 to report how they perceive themselves relative to those in their social and 

financial circles, in terms of professional standing, value of their financial assets and qualifications. For all these questions, 

respondents answer that less than half of their acquaintances are similar to them (Online Appendix C). In addition to this

limited declared extent of homophily, our empirical results are conditional on these social utility covariates, which are never 

statistically significant. 

All in all, placebo tests, IV estimation, and self reports suggest that our findings on the role of perceptions about peer

stock market information or participation are not likely to be mere artifacts of common preferences or of responses to 

common shocks. 

5.3. Attenuation bias 

In our findings reported so far, perceptions about how informed the outer circle is were statistically insignificant, but 

those about its extent of participation were statistically significant. Given the lack of purposeful financial discussions with 

the outer circle, is the asymmetry in the estimates for perceived information and participation an indication of weak, if any,

influence from the outer circle, or is it a mere manifestation of attenuation bias driving the coefficient on information in

the outer circle towards zero? Intuitively, do we fail to find a significant effect of perceived information in the outer circle

only because of the uncertainty surrounding this level of information or is it because respondents do not take into account

the outer circle in their financial decisions? Although our emphasis is on informative social interactions with the financial 

circle, we briefly examine this question. 

We take three steps to address this question. First, our sample already excludes respondents who give inconsistent an- 

swers regarding their financial and their overall social circle, suggesting confusion or limited knowledge of information 

and participation in the two circles. Second, we consider respondent perceptions of overall population behavior ( Table 6 ,

columns 1–4), which are quite consistent, on average, with existing population data. 32 We include them in our base regres-

sions, alongside responses on the financial and outer circle, and find them to be insignificant. This insignificance is consistent 

with our narrative that individuals do not interact on confidential financial matters with people that are not in their social

circle. Population controls could also be interpreted as scaling responses about the financial and the outer circles to how 

respondents think about others in general, and this scaling also does not appear to be a significant factor. 

Third, we employ the respondents’ perceptions of the population, that are given to them by the overall economic environ- 

ment, as instruments for outer circle information and participation. The idea is to examine whether the part of outer-circle 

perceptions that emanates from the informed overall population perceptions of respondents does have an effect on behavior. 
31 A good recent example of this approach is Bailey et al. (2020) , which uses Facebook data to assess peer effects in product adoption. 
32 For the average stock market participation rate in our sample of 21.7%, respondents have on average a perception of 19.39% (see Table O.A.2). Under 

odd-number columns in Table 6 , we report average partial effects for the probability of stock market participation and share of financial wealth invested in 

the stock market conditional on participating, instrumented for potentially endogenous outer circle information or behavior stemming from measurement 

error. 
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Table 6 

Attenuation Bias. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Pr(S > 0) %OC Inform. Pr(S > 0) %OC Partic. E(% F W | F W > 0) %OC Inform. E(% F W | F W > 0) %OC Partic. 

Variables first stage first stage first stage first stage 

%FC Inform. 0.0112 ∗∗∗ 0.188 ∗∗∗ 0.0701 ∗ 0.192 ∗∗∗

(0.0036) (0.0099) (0.0406) (0.0099) 

%OC Inform. -0.0103 - -0.1720 - 

(0.0150) (0.1620) 

%FC Partic. 0.0084 ∗ 0.216 ∗∗∗ 0.0621 0.219 ∗∗∗

(0.0050) (0.0093) (0.0506) (0.0097) 

%OC Partic. 0.0038 - -0.0564 - 

(0.0199) (0.2070) 

SC Rel. St. Prof. + n/s 0.055 ∗∗∗ n/s 0.030 ∗∗∗ n/s 0.051 ∗∗∗ n/s 0.028 ∗∗

SC Rel. St. Prof.- n/s -0.046 ∗∗∗ n/s -0.039 ∗∗∗ n/s -0.057 ∗∗∗ n/s -0.047 ∗∗∗

FC Rel. Stand. yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

Expec.R 0.0072 ∗∗ -0.0026 0.0073 ∗∗ 0.0019 0.106 ∗∗∗ -0.0031 0.109 ∗∗∗ 0.0033 

(0.0031) (0.0144) (0.0031) (0.0134) (0.0357) (0.0154) (0.0364) (0.0150) 

Risk Aversion -0.0142 ∗∗ 0.0076 -0.0138 ∗∗ 0.0146 -0.1140 ∗ -0.0059 -0.1100 ∗ 0.0072 

(0.0063) (0.0287) (0.0062) (0.0277) (0.0607) (0.0297) (0.0626) (0.0290) 

%Pop. Inform. - 0.187 ∗∗∗ - - 0.185 ∗∗∗ - 

(0.0257) (0.0254) 

%Pop. Particip. - - 0.164 ∗∗∗ - - 0.162 ∗∗∗

(0.0346) (0.0339) 

Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

Observations 2525 2525 2294 2294 

Log-likelihood -9402 -9317 -11097 -11036 

LR χ2 ( p-value) 459.3 (0) 440.3 (0) 572.6 (0) 587.6 (0) 

Fisher ( p-value) 52.92 (0) 22.35 (0) 53.41 (0) 22.61 (0) 

Wald χ2 ( p-value) 0.468 (0.494) 0.0512 (0.821) 1.599 (0.206) 0.388 (0.533) 

R 2 0.55 0.51 0.55 0.51 

Notes: Average partial effects for the probability of stock market participation and share of financial wealth invested in the stock market conditional 

on participating, instrumented for potentially endogenous outer circle information or behavior stemming from measurement error (cols 1, 3, 5 and 7) 

and corresponding results of first stage regressions of the outer circle information and behavior instrumented by population information and behavior 

respectively (cols 2, 4, 6 and 8). The last line reports Wald exogeneity tests and p-values under the null of no-endogeneity, when the models are 

estimated jointly by ML. The penultimate line reports the first stage Fisher statistics and p-values under the null of no relevance and the goodness of 

fit of the first stage regressions. Controls as in Table 1 . Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ and ∗ denote significance at 1%, 5% 

and 10%, respectively. Source: merged TNS2014 and TNS2015 waves in France. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also control for a number of household characteristics, limiting the possibilities that perceptions regarding the popula- 

tion could be influencing stock market participation through omitted channels other than perceptions of the outer circle. 

Results are reported in Table 6 . Although the instruments are relevant, in that they perform well in first-stage regressions,

the coefficients on instrumented information and participation in the outer circle remain insignificant. Since the reported 

Wald tests in the prior to last bottom row fail to reject the null of exogeneity across columns, non-instrumented results are

preferred. 

All in all, these findings are consistent with the view that insignificance of outer-circle perceptions is not an artifact of

imprecise knowledge of the outer circle, i.e. of measurement error generating an attenuation bias in the estimated coeffi- 

cient, but a result of respondents not interacting with them on financial matters. Importantly, the significance pattern of our 

benchmark estimates regarding the financial circle shares, i.e. informative social interactions, remains robust. 

5.4. Reverse causality 

A further possible concern is that respondents who participate in stocks and those more exposed to stockholding risk 

may be more likely to convince themselves that their peers are also participating, possibly to justify their own choices. It

is hard to see, a priori and in light of our findings, how such reverse causality could be present. First, by the same ‘feel

good’ argument, stockholding respondents want to feel that they are not alone in the population. Yet, we find respondent 

perceptions about the population to be quite accurate and not significantly related to precision of return expectations or 

perceptions, to stockholding behavior, or to perceptions about the financial circle. Second, we have found a robust positive 

relationship between perceptions of the financial circle and accuracy of return perceptions and expectations. Under reverse 

causality, respondents who distort their perceptions of their financial circle tend to be more accurate in their assessments 

of returns. Third, if respondents who are more precise in their return expectations or perceptions, or hold stocks or are

more exposed to stock risk tend to exaggerate participation in their financial circle, they would feel even better if they

exaggerated information. Yet those with greater accuracy about returns, participation, and exposure to stockholding risk are 

in a better position to assess how informed their peers are. Finally, instrumental variable estimation, reported in the Online 
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Appendix (Tables O.A.8 and (O.A.9), tends to find larger estimates of coefficients on the financial circle but fails to reject the

null of exogeneity, suggesting that the non-instrumented results are to be preferred. 

All in all, we find no reason to suspect that respondents who have more accurate perceptions, information, and ex- 

perience with the market are also more likely to have artificially inflated perceptions of the degrees of information and 

participation among peers with whom they continually discuss financial matters. 

5.5. Optimism rather than information 

Finally, could it be that unobserved respondent optimism causes higher return expectations and return perceptions, 

bringing them closer to return outcomes in our observation period, as well as more positive perceptions about informa- 

tion and participation among peers? Recent research has indeed shown that there is a significant ‘fixed effect’ in return 

expectations that could plausibly be linked, at least in part, to persistent optimism. We have no reason to doubt that persis-

tent optimism could lead to persistently higher return perceptions. Yet we doubt that this could completely account for our 

estimated relationship between accuracy of perceptions and expectations or exposure to stockholding risk on the one hand 

and perceptions about the financial circle on the other. First, we have included a proxy for optimism in our regression, in

the form of a binary response to the question “Are you one of those people who say to themselves that they are lucky in

life?”, and we have not found it to be significant or to eliminate the significance of our peer variables (Table O.A.13). Sec-

ondly, it is unclear why respondents whose optimism has led them to participate in stocks would only state higher shares

of informed and participating peers in their financial circle but not in the overall population. In contrast, the transfer of

financial information does single out the financial circle, consistent with our findings. While collecting panel data to shed 

light on how respondents adjust their return perceptions and expectations, as well as their stockholding, to variations in the 

perceived shares of informed and participating peers over time would be a useful extension for future research, we do not

expect it to break the link between the financial circle and individual stockholding behavior we have found in the present

study. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper employs novel survey data for a representative sample of the French population by age, wealth and asset 

classes and finds strong support for the presence of informative social interactions with only a small subset of the respon-

dent’s social circle, consistent with the confidential and sensitive nature of household finances. There is at best mixed evi- 

dence for the presence of imitation of perceived participation behavior in the outer social circle. Our findings are motivated 

by a theoretical model, where purely informative social interactions influence subjective expectations of future stock market 

returns as well as the demand for investing in stocks, within a large efficient asset market. The model shows that, condi-

tional on investing, individuals collect more information from better informed peers, and due to the improved precision that 

this generates, demand more stock in response to positive pooled signals. 

Our findings lend support to the notion that social interactions with the financial circle tend to be informative in relation

to stockholding at various levels. The extent to which respondents perceive their financial circle to be informed about, or 

participating in the stock market, is related to the accuracy of expectations of future returns through its relationship to the

accuracy of perceptions of recent returns. Stock market participation and the degree of exposure to stocks, conditional on 

participation, are positively related to stock market expectations. Even controlling for subjective expectations, stock mar- 

ket participation and the conditional portfolio share are additionally positively related to the extent to which the financial 

circle is informed or participating. We have found our results to be robust to a number of possible alternative interpreta-

tions, including endogenous formation of the financial circle, common preferences or shocks, attenuation bias, and reverse 

causality. 

Our work draws attention to the importance of distinguishing different layers of possible social interactions on matters 

relating to household finances. Beyond defining or inferring a subject’s social circle, it is important to recognize that discus- 

sions of personal financial matters tend to be confined to a small subset of this circle, and that information and experience

in that trusted subset is crucial for the outcomes of this interaction for financial behavior. 

The presence of informative social interactions with a small subset of the social circle permeating different levels imply 

a potentially powerful channel through which financial information, financial literacy and financial knowledge can spread 

through the economy, even if the original content reaches a relatively small segment of the population. We found evidence 

for this social multiplier even in a country with advanced financial development and in products that are mature and widely

known, as is the case of stocks. They could provide at least a partial substitute for financial advice, when the latter is ill-

conceived, poorly incentivized, or hardly trusted. Finally, they are likely to grow in importance, as use of social media and

the potential to reach more people with new information spread rapidly. Yet, the inequities involved in having access to less

informed or less financially experienced peers point to potential distributional consequences and suggest caution in relying 

exclusively on informative social interactions for the spread of useful information and best financial practices. 

Data availability 

Informative Social Interactions (Mendeley Data). 
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Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.jebo.2022.09.006 . 
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